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Abstract

& Task-induced deactivation (TID) refers to a regional
decrease in blood flow during an active task relative to a
‘‘resting’’ or ‘‘passive’’ baseline. We tested the hypothesis that
TID results from a reallocation of processing resources by
parametrically manipulating task difficulty within three factors:
target discriminability, stimulus presentation rate, and short-
term memory load. Subjects performed an auditory target
detection task during functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI), responding to a single target tone or, in the short-term
memory load conditions, to target sequences. Seven task
conditions (a common version and two additional levels for
each of the three factors) were each alternated with ‘‘rest’’ in a
block design. Analysis of covariance identified brain regions in
which TID occurred. Analyses of variance identified seven
regions (left anterior cingulate/superior frontal gyrus, left
middle frontal gyrus, right anterior cingulate gyrus, left and

right posterior cingulate gyrus, left posterior parieto-occipital
cortex, and right precuneus) in which TID magnitude varied
across task levels within a factor. Follow-up tests indicated that
for each of the three factors, TID magnitude increased with
task difficulty. These results suggest that TID represents
reallocation of processing resources from areas in which TID
occurs to areas involved in task performance. Short-term
memory load and stimulus rate also predict suppression of
spontaneous thought, and many of the brain areas showing
TID have been linked with semantic processing, supporting
claims that TID may be due in part to suspension of
spontaneous semantic processes that occur during ‘‘rest’’
(Binder et al., 1999). The concept that the typical ‘‘resting
state’’ is actually a condition characterized by rich cognitive
activity has important implications for the design and analysis
of neuroimaging studies. &

INTRODUCTION

This study is a systematic investigation of the phenom-
enon of task-induced deactivation (TID). TID refers to
relative decreases in regional activity, as measured by
blood flow or the blood oxygenation level dependent
(BOLD) signal (Ogawa, Lee, Kay, & Tank, 1990), during
an active task compared to a ‘‘resting’’ baseline. This
definition can be restated: Areas that show TID have
higher levels of blood flow during ‘‘rest’’ states than
during the task of interest. While TID is a common
finding in neuroimaging (Mazoyer et al., 2001; Binder
et al., 1999; Shulman et al., 1997; Bookheimer, Zeffiro,
Blaxton, Gaillard, & Theodore, 1995; Howard et al.,
1992; Frith, Friston, Liddle, & Frackowiak, 1991), it is
not well understood and only recently became the focus
of systematic study.

Several brain regions consistently show TID across
different tasks, stimuli, and imaging modalities (Mazoyer
et al., 2001; Binder et al., 1999; Shulman et al., 1997 )
(Figure 1). Evidence on this point comes from a large
PET meta-analysis study by Shulman et al. (1997) involv-
ing 97 subjects in nine different visual processing tasks,
in which the authors searched for common brain

regions that showed TID relative to either a visual
fixation or passive stimulation baseline. Binder et al.
(1999) reported common areas of TID in 30 subjects
performing an auditory tone discrimination task relative
to an eyes-closed resting baseline. Finally, Mazoyer et al.
(2001) described common areas of TID during PET in 63
subjects performing a range of visual, auditory, and
imagery tasks relative to an eyes-closed resting baseline.
The pattern of regions showing TID is remarkably
similar across these three studies. Common regions
include the posterior cingulate cortex, dorsomedial
frontal cortex in the middle and superior frontal gyri,
rostral anterior cingulate gyrus, and angular gyrus
(Mazoyer et al., 2001; Binder et al., 1999; Shulman
et al., 1997) (Figure 1). The posterior cingulate focus
often extends dorsally into the precuneus (Mazoyer
et al., 2001; Shulman et al., 1997), and the rostral
anterior cingulate focus typically extends ventrally into
the gyrus rectus and the orbital frontal cortex (Mazoyer
et al., 2001; Binder et al., 1999; Shulman et al., 1997).
The angular gyrus focus spreads anteriorly into the
supramarginal gyrus in the Shulman et al. study and
posteriorly into the superior occipital cortex in the study
by Mazoyer et al. In all three studies, left hemisphere
regions showed more extensive deactivation (52 peak
coordinates reported, including this study) than theMedical College of Wisconsin
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homologous regions in the right hemisphere (18 peaks
reported; see Figure 1A).

Several theories regarding the underlying basis for
TID have been proposed. As discussed by Shulman
et al. (1997) and Gusnard and Raichle (2001), decreases
are unlikely to be the result of a redistribution of
cerebral blood flow to areas that are active from adjacent
areas, an idea commonly referred to as the ‘‘vascular-
steal’’ hypothesis. There is a vast cerebral vascular
reserve that can easily accommodate the relatively small
(approximately 10%) changes in blood flow produced by
cognitive activity (Heistad & Kontos, 1983). Conse-
quently, there is no physiological need to ‘‘steal’’ blood
from inactive areas to supply active regions. Moreover,
the large cortical areas associated with TID show
decreased blood flow across a wide range of visual and
auditory tasks that activate different groups of brain
regions. Thus, there is little evidence that regions show-
ing decreased activity are necessarily adjacent to active
areas, as would be predicted by the ‘‘steal’’ hypothesis.

Decreases in activity may represent a reduction in
neural activity in or to a brain region. There are two
categories of decreases: task-dependent and task-
independent. Gusnard and Raichle (2001) explain
task-dependent decreases as decreases that occur in
brain regions remote from areas that are activated by a
task. These remote decreases may be the result of
‘‘gating’’ input to areas that are not involved in task
performance. Thus, the specific areas that decrease in
activity are dependent on the characteristics of the task.
Deactivation of this type is most often seen in sensory
cortices. Task-independent decreases are consistently
found in specific brain regions across a wide variety of
tasks. This consistency in location regardless of the task
indicates that these decreases occur independent of
task characteristics. Task-independent decreases are
most often found in cortical areas involved in higher-
level cognitive processing.

The theory put forth in this article focuses on explain-
ing TIDs and proposes that TID represents a relative

Figure 1. Four studies illus-
trating the consistency in brain
regions that deactivate relative
to rest. (A) Peak deactivations
from four studies, and (B)
current study data thresholded
at z = ¡1 representing areas
that deactivate relative to rest.
Crosshairs indicate stereotaxic
coordinates of x = 0 and y = 0;
z coordinate denoted next to
each slice. In panel A, the z
coordinate for each peak was
adjusted to fall on the nearest
representative slice.
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decrease in neural activity. Specifically, this theory posits
that decreases in cerebral blood flow are caused by
interruption of ongoing internal processing that occurs
in the passive or ‘‘rest’’ state (Gusnard & Raichle, 2001;
Mazoyer et al., 2001; Binder et al., 1999; Shulman et al.,
1997). This model assumes that ‘‘rest’’ is a state of
organized, functional brain activity. These organized
processes are suspended or interrupted when the brain
performs an exogenously generated task. Such internal
activity could involve many processes, including the
following noted by Gusnard and Raichle (2001) and
Shulman et al. (1997): monitoring of the external envi-
ronment, monitoring of body image and state, and
monitoring of emotional state. An additional process,
noted by Shulman et al. and emphasized by Binder et al.
(1999), is the ongoing internal ‘‘thought’’ processing
that humans experience during resting consciousness.
This ongoing verbal and visual imagery, referred to by
James (1890) as a ‘‘stream of consciousness,’’ also
appears to be suspended in the presence of an exoge-
nously generated task (McGuire, Paulesu, Frackowiak, &
Frith, 1996; Giambra, 1995; Teasdale, Proctor, Lloyd, &
Baddeley, 1993; Pope & Singer, 1976; Antrobus, Singer,
& Greenberg, 1966; Antrobus, 1968). The left lateraliza-
tion of TID areas observed in most studies (Figure 1A)
lends some support to this idea. Cognitive processes
ongoing during rest are posited to require attentional
resources; this theory allows deactivation to occur via a
passive mechanism of reallocation of these resources.
Thus, deactivation could be effected by removal of
excitatory (e.g., thalamic or transcortical) input, in much
the same way that passive removal of cortical input
produces cerebellar deactivation in cases of cerebellar
‘‘diaschisis’’ (Martin & Raichle, 1983).

Suspension of ongoing resting state processing while
in a task condition implies that there are finite brain
resources available for information processing. Imposing
a task on a subject requires that processing resources be
reallocated from internally generated information pro-
cessing to processing of the exogenous task. Shulman
et al. (1997) noted that if the suspension of passive
processes during an active task is due to competition for
general processing resources, then the magnitude of the
deactivation should depend on the degree to which the
active task requires these same resources. They found
little evidence, however, for an effect of task difficulty on
TID magnitude, while noting that their manipulation of
task difficulty may not have been strong enough to
produce such an effect. We hypothesize that task diffi-
culty is indeed a factor in determining the extent of
resources to be reallocated, and that resource realloca-
tion is the basis of TID. Our aim will be to provide a clear
test of this hypothesis through carefully controlled
manipulations of task difficulty.

Factors that influence task processing demands for a
nonsemantic, perceptual task can include, but are not
limited to, task familiarity, perceptual discriminability,

stimulus presentation rate, working memory load, and
target density. Based on prior research (McGuire et al.,
1996; Giambra, 1995; Teasdale et al., 1993; Pope &
Singer, 1976; Antrobus et al., 1966; Antrobus, 1968),
we chose three of these factors, stimulus presentation
rate, perceptual discriminability, and short-term memory
load, to manipulate in order to vary the processing
demands of the exogenous task. The goal was to system-
atically increase the task demands within each factor,
thus requiring different degrees of resource reallocation
in order to perform the task. To reduce the possibility of
task-related activation in the regions of interest (ROIs), a
nonsemantic task (auditory target detection) was used
(Binder et al., 1999). We predicted that at the more
difficult levels, the task would require greater allocation
of resources, thereby resulting in a greater degree of
deactivation in those areas that are hypothesized to be
active during rest and consistently show TID.

The importance of better understanding the type and
extent of cognitive processing that occurs during the
resting periods of a neuroimaging task cannot be
overstated. A common approach in neuroimaging re-
search is to alternate blocks of task activity with blocks
of rest, or, in event-related designs, to treat the inter-
stimulus rest periods as a neutral baseline. The brain
activity that occurs during rest is then subtracted from
the activity that is task-related. The assumption of this
approach is that the remaining activity will be mostly
related to the specific demands of the task. If rest
periods are actually, as we suggest, periods of complex
cognitive work, then the use of rest as a baseline
condition and the subtraction of resting neural activity
from the task-related activity may be inappropriate and
could confound interpretation of the data.

An auditory target detection task was presented to
subjects. This task had three levels of task difficulty for
each of three factors. The task involved discrimination
between two sounds, one of which was defined as the
target. The design was a parametric manipulation of
the difficulty levels of each factor, so conditions were
distinguishable on the basis of only one task variable
(Table 1). Subjects heard blocks of a task condition
alternating with rest periods and responded to target
stimuli by pressing a button. The two more difficult
memory conditions used trains of stimuli and required
subjects to press a button after trains that contained
specific combinations of the target and nontarget stimuli.

RESULTS

Behavioral Results

Due to technical difficulties with the response recording
software, behavioral data (accuracy and reaction time)
were recorded for only 19 of the 30 subjects. Accuracy
data are presented as a percentage of the number of
correct responses minus the number of false alarms,
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divided by the number of targets. This calculation adds a
penalty for incorrect responses and accounts for the
variation in the number of stimuli per block in different
stimulus presentation rate conditions. Reaction time
data were used to compute the percentage of the trial
duration used by the subject (time-on-task). This value is
computed by adding stimulus duration (200 msec) to
mean reaction time (for correct responses only) and
dividing by the length (msec) of the trial. This ratio
allows us to assess the average percentage of total trial
time spent on-task across a wide range of presentation
and response rates. Since only correct responses are
included in the analysis, we assume that the subject was
on-task for the 200-msec stimulus presentation, thus the
ratio described above is valid for any condition of single
stimulus presentation. Unlike the other conditions,
however, the two more difficult levels of the short-term
memory factor employed trains of stimuli. During the
presentation of a sound train, there were two to four
interstimulus intervals of 400 msec, and there is no
specific measure of whether or not the subject was
on-task during these periods. Thus, the time-on-task
ratio cannot be calculated, and comparison of response
times across such different trial types is not possible.
Time-on-task data for these two conditions will there-
fore not be presented. All statistical analyses were con-
ducted using SPSS 9.0 for Windows (SPSS, Chicago) and
evaluated at p < .05 with a modified Bonferroni correc-
tion (Keppel, 1991).

Repeated-measures ANOVAs assessed differences
across the conditions for accuracy and time-on-task data.
In both cases, there was a significant effect of condition,
F(6,108) = 11.07, p < .001 for accuracy, and F(4,72) =
501.85, p < .001 for time-on-task. Within each of the
three factors, t tests compared responses across the
three levels of task difficulty (Figure 2).

Within the stimulus presentation rate factor, accuracy
decreased in the fastest condition (78%) compared to
both the moderate (96%) and slow conditions (95%)
[t(18) = 7.12, p < .001, and t(18) = 5.21, p < .001,
respectively]. Similarly, accuracy in the target discrim-
inability factor significantly decreased in the difficult
condition (84%) compared to both the moderate
(93%) and easy (96%) conditions [t(18) = 2.92, p =
.009, and t(18) = 3.53, p = .002, respectively]. In the
short-term memory load conditions, accuracy was sig-
nificantly higher in the easy condition (96%) than in
either the moderate (88%) [t(18) = 2.77, p = .013] or
the difficult condition (91%) [t(18) = 2.80, p = .012].
The accuracy data indicate that the manipulations had
the expected effects on level of difficulty without pro-
ducing a severe performance decrement (Figure 2A).

For the stimulus presentation rate factor, a signifi-
cantly higher percentage of trial time was spent on-task
during the difficult (fastest) condition (69%) as com-
pared to either the moderate (50%) or the slowest
condition (30%) [t(18) = ¡19.80, p < .001, and t(18) =
¡34.77, p < .001, respectively], and more time was

Table 1. Parametric Manipulation of Task Parameters

Task Description Level
Target Difference
from Nontarget

Stimulus
Duration

(msec)

Interstimulus
Interval
(msec)

Intertrial
Interval
(msec)

Average Stimulus
Rate (no. of stimuli

per block)
Target
Density

Stimulus Presentation Rate

Detect Target Slower 40% of octave 200 1800 2000 1/2 sec (12) 37.50%

Detect Targeta Moderate 40% of octave 200 800 1000 1/sec (24) 37.50%

Detect Target Fast 40% of octave 200 400 600 1/0.6 (40) 37.50%

Target Discriminability

Detect Targeta Easy 40% of octave 200 800 1000 1/sec 37.50%

Detect Target Moderate 28% of octave 200 800 1000 1/sec 37.50%

Detect Target Difficult 16% of octave 200 800 1000 1/sec 37.50%

Short-Term Memory Load

Detect Targeta Easy 40% of octave 200 800 1000 1/sec 37.50%

Detect 2 Targets
in train

Moderate 40% of octave 200 400 4000 1/sec 37.50%

Detect 2 Targets and
2 NonTargets in train

Difficult 40% of octave 200 400 4000 1/sec 37.50%

aCondition common to all three factors.
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used at the moderate pace than at the slower pace
[t(18) = 27.42, p < .001]. This result is inevitable, of
course, because the presentation rate manipulation is a
direct manipulation of time-on-task. Within the target
discriminability factor, significantly more of the trial
time (54%) was used at the most difficult level of the
task as compared to both the easy (50%) and moderate
(50%) levels of discriminability [t(18) = ¡4.73, p <
.001, and t(18) = ¡3.91, p = .001, respectively]. There-
fore, manipulation of task difficulty level had the
expected effect on time-on-task (Figure 2B). Summary
data for both behavioral measures are presented in
Table 2.

fMRI Results

The overall map of areas that showed TID (Figure 1B) is
an average of z-scores from all seven conditions across
all subjects. The 20 strongest foci representing areas that
consistently show deactivation are listed in Table 3.

To focus the study on specific brain regions, data from
all 30 subjects were combined across task conditions to
define ROIs in stereotaxic space using the following

technique. For each condition, the correlation values
between the MRI signal and the ideal response vector
were converted to z-scores. These z-score maps were
then smoothed with a 4-mm RMS gaussian filter and
averaged over conditions and subjects. A threshold was
arbitrarily set at z = ¡1. From this map (Figure 1B),
11 stereotaxic ROIs were identified as large (1684
to 25,280 mm3) discrete volumes. The 11 ROIs are
(in order of decreasing volume): left posterior parieto-
occipital (PPO) cortex, which includes parts of the
angular gyrus, dorsolateral occipital lobe, and cuneus;
right PPO cortex; right precuneus/superior parietal
lobule; left precuneus/superior parietal lobule; left ante-
rior cingulate/superior frontal gyrus; left posterior cin-
gulate gyrus; left middle frontal gyrus; left middle
occipital gyrus; right posterior cingulate gyrus; right
anterior cingulate gyrus; and left fusiform gyrus
(Figure 3). The regions identified from this analysis
include many of the same foci identified in other studies
(Mazoyer et al., 2001; Binder et al., 1999; Shulman et al.,
1997) (Figure 1A).

The relative magnitude of deactivation within these
ROIs was measured using fit coefficients, which are

Figure 2. (A) Accuracy data
across conditions. (B) Time-on-
task data across conditions.
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Table 2. Behavioral Data

Reaction Time (msec) Amount of Trial Used % Accuracy

(N = 19) M % M

Stimulus Presentation Rate

Slower 395.81 (74.23) 29.80 (3.71) 94.64 (10.44)

Moderate 295.79 (37.89) 49.60 (3.79) 95.52 (6.33)

Fast 211.56 (29.86) 68.60 (4.98) 77.69 (9.83)

Target Discriminability

Easy 295.79 (37.89) 49.60 (3.79) 95.52 (6.33)

Moderate 302.98 (44.47) 50.30 (4.45) 93.47 (9.83)

Difficult 335.32 (41.81) 53.50 (4.18) 83.97 (13.21)

Short-Term Memory Load

Easy 295.79 (37.89) – 95.52 (6.33)

Moderate 796.97 (59.54) – 87.59 (14.74)

Difficult 587.90 (98.64) – 91.23 (6.56)

Values in parentheses are standard deviations.

Table 3. Talairach Coordinates for Areas that Show Maximal Deactivation

Atlas Structure
Approximate

Brodmann’s Areas

Talairach Coordinates

x y z z-score

L anterior cingulate gyrus 32 ¡6 44 1 ¡1.67

L superior frontal gyrus 9 ¡6 48 19 ¡1.44

L superior frontal gyrus 8/9 ¡12 43 41 ¡1.33

L superior frontal sulcus 8 ¡23 25 46 ¡1.64

L middle frontal gyrus 6 ¡26 11 51 ¡1.35

L posterior cingulate gyrus 31 ¡7 ¡50 30 ¡1.85

L posterior cingulate gyrus 31 ¡7 ¡42 ¡45 ¡1.47

R posterior cingulate gyrus 31/23 7 ¡58 19 ¡1.42

R precuneus 7 7 ¡58 61 ¡1.90

L precuneus 7 ¡6 ¡63 50 ¡1.88

R superior parietal lobule 7 29 ¡45 57 ¡1.74

L superior parietal lobule 7 ¡24 ¡48 63 ¡1.26

L cuneus 19 ¡16 ¡84 42 ¡2.02

R cuneus 19 9 ¡85 39 ¡1.59

L superior occipital gyrus 19 ¡37 ¡82 30 ¡1.89

R middle occipital gyrus 19/37 49 ¡68 7 ¡1.77

L middle occipital gyrus 19/37 ¡49 ¡73 4 ¡1.68

L angular gyrus 39 ¡47 ¡72 21 ¡1.73

L fusiform gyrus 37 ¡28 ¡42 ¡19 ¡1.36

R central sulcus 3/4 14 ¡27 73 ¡1.23
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computed by a least-squares fit of the ideal response
vector to the observed response in each voxel for each
condition in each subject (see Methods). Examples of
group average fit coefficient maps are shown in Figure 4
to illustrate anatomic details of the variation in fit
coefficient magnitude across conditions. For each task
condition, average deactivation values for each ROI
were measured in each subject by averaging the fit
coefficients for voxels within the ROI. Figure 4 also
shows brain regions in which fit coefficients had pos-
itive values, indicating positive correlations between
the ideal response vector and the observed BOLD
signal. These activated areas, which included bilateral
auditory cortices in the superior temporal gyrus, SMA
and the adjacent anterior cingulate cortex bilaterally,
premotor cortex and anterior insula bilaterally, right
prefrontal cortex in the middle frontal gyrus, right
supramarginal gyrus, the bilateral thalamus, and bilat-
eral cerebellum, were also modulated to varying
degrees by the task difficulty manipulations. These
effects on activation will be presented in detail in a
subsequent report.

An omnibus repeated-measures (Condition £ ROI)
ANOVA for each of the three factors assessed differences
in the magnitude of deactivation as measured by fit
coefficients. Interest was focused on the interaction
term, which was significant for each factor [Presentation
rate: F(20,580) = 2.16, p = .003; Perceptual discrim-
inability: F(20,580) = 3.42, p < .001; Short-term mem-
ory: F(20,580) = 8.04, p < .001], indicating differing
effects of the task manipulations on different ROIs. All
follow-up analyses were evaluated at p < .05 with a
modified Bonferroni correction (Keppel, 1991). The
effectiveness of the task difficulty manipulation within
each factor was evaluated using repeated-measures
ANOVAs (one for each ROI) to identify ROIs in which

there were differences in the magnitude of deactivation
across the three difficulty levels of the task.

Within each factor, the effect of manipulating task
difficulty on the magnitude of deactivation was signifi-
cant in at least one ROI. Also, within each of the three
factors and across all 11 ROIs, the average fit coefficient
for the easiest task level was significantly different from
zero (‘‘rest’’), indicating that even the easiest level of the
task produced TID in every ROI.

The rate of stimulus presentation affected the degree
of deactivation only in the left anterior cingulate/
superior frontal gyrus, F(2,58) = 4.17, p = .02. There
was a trend toward significance in the left PPO cortex,
F(2,58) = 3.03, p = .056.

Increasing the difficulty of stimulus discriminability
affected the magnitude of deactivation in five ROIs: left
middle frontal gyrus, F(2,58) = 8.90, p < .001; left anterior
cingulate/superior frontal gyrus, F(2,58) = 5.86, p = .005;
right anterior cingulate gyrus, F(2,58) = 4.90, p = .011;
left posterior cingulate gyrus, F(2,58) = 4.70, p = .013; and
left PPO cortex, F(2,58) = 3.70, p = .031.

The effect of altering short-term memory load on the
magnitude of deactivation was significant in five ROIs:
right precuneus/superior parietal lobule, F(2,58) = 11.0,
p < .001; right anterior cingulate gyrus, F(2,58) = 7.03,
p = .002; left anterior cingulate/superior frontal gyrus,
F(2,58) = 6.76, p = .002; left middle frontal gyrus,
F(2,58) = 5.57, p = .006; and right posterior cingulate
gyrus, F(2,58) = 4.25, p = .019. There was a trend
toward significance in the left posterior cingulate gyrus,
F(2,58) = 3.19, p = .048.

In those ROIs in which TID varied across conditions,
follow-up tests defined the effects of the within-factor
task difficulty manipulations on TID magnitude. In
almost every case, TID magnitude increased with greater
task difficulty. The left anterior cingulate/superior frontal

Figure 3. Eleven ROIs based on averaged z-scores across all subjects and all conditions. The z-scores were thresholded at ¡1 and the ROIs were
defined as areas that consistently deactivated across subjects and conditions.
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gyrus was significantly affected by manipulations to all
three factors (Figure 5A). Within the stimulus presenta-
tion rate manipulations, the fastest presentation rate
increased the average degree of deactivation more than
the slowest rate [t(29) = 2.70, p = .011] or the moderate
rate [t(29) = 2.40, p = .023]. For the perceptual
discriminability factor, the moderately difficult and diffi-
cult levels of discrimination (target was 28% and 16% of

an octave different from the standard, respectively)
attenuated activation significantly more than did the
easiest level of discrimination (40% of an octave differ-
ence) [t(29) = 2.58, p = .015 and t(29) = 2.99, p = .006,
respectively]. Similarly, the moderate and difficult
levels of the short-term memory manipulation (stimuli
presented in trains of three to five sounds) produced
greater average deactivation than did the easiest level

Figure 4. Magnitude of deacti-
vation as measured by fit coef-
ficients averaged across subjects
within each ROI by condition.
ROIs are outlined. Each panel
represents the magnitude of
deactivation during a specific
condition: (A) task level that is
common to all three factors
(easiest task level for discrimin-
ability and short-term memory
and moderate level for presen-
tation rate), (B) fastest stimulus
presentation rate, (C) difficult
level of stimulus discriminabil-
ity, (D) difficult level of short-
term memory factor. Slice loca-
tions match those in Figure 3.
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of the task [t(29) = 2.36, p = .025 and t(29) = 3.66,
p = .001, respectively].

The right anterior cingulate gyrus showed effects of
both stimulus discriminability and short-term memory
load. The degree of deactivation during the most
difficult level of stimulus discrimination was significantly
larger than during the easiest level [t(29) = 2.78,
p = .009]. Effects of short-term memory load mirrored
those in the left anterior cingulate/superior frontal
gyrus: The moderate and difficult levels of the task each
produced larger average deactivations than the easiest
level [t(29) = 3.87, p = .001 and t(29) = 3.25, p = .003,
respectively] (Figure 5B).

The left middle frontal gyrus also showed effects of
both stimulus discriminability and short-term memory

load (Figure 5C). Within stimulus discriminability, the
average degree of deactivation was larger during both
the moderate and difficult levels of the task than during
the easy level [t(29) = 2.81, p = .009 and t(29) = 4.19,
p < .001, respectively]. For short-term memory, the
degree of deactivation was significantly stronger during
the difficult condition compared to the easy condition
[t(29) = 2.83, p = .008].

Deactivation in the left posterior cingulate gyrus varied
with stimulus discriminability. The most difficult task
level produced significantly stronger deactivation than
did the easiest level [t(29) = 3.03, p = .005] (Figure 5D).
An identical pattern was observed in the PPO region of
the left hemisphere, which included the angular gyrus,
the dorsolateral occipital cortex, and the cuneus

Figure 5. TID in six ROIs that show differences in magnitude of deactivation across levels of task difficulty. Bars represent the magnitude of the
deactivation for each condition. As task difficulty increases, magnitude of deactivation also increases (except in the right precuneus/superior parietal
lobule). In every ROI, the easiest task condition produces a significant degree of TID.
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(Figure 5E), where the most difficult level of the stimulus
discriminability factor produced significantly stronger
deactivation than did the easiest level [t(29) = 2.60,
p = .015].

The right posterior cingulate gyrus showed sensitivity
to short-term memory load (not shown in Figure 5).
There was stronger deactivation during the moderate
level of difficulty than during the easy level of the task
[t(29) = 2.49, p = .019].

The right precuneus/superior parietal lobule also
showed sensitivity to the short-term memory load ma-
nipulation, but in a pattern opposite from the other
ROIs (Figure 5F). Unlike the other ROIs, the easiest level
of the task produced stronger deactivation than did
either the moderate or difficult levels of short-term
memory load [t(29) = ¡2.94, p = .006 and t(29) =
¡3.14, p = .004, respectively]. This deviation from the
usual pattern appears to reflect partial activation of this
ROI by the more difficult memory levels of the task. As
can be seen by close inspection of Figure 4D, a large
increase in activation of the right parietal cortex (supra-
marginal gyrus) just lateral to this ROI occurs during
the most difficult memory condition. In some subjects,
this activation extended into the superior parietal ROI,
decreasing the average level of deactivation during the
more difficult memory load conditions.

DISCUSSION

These behavioral and fMRI results indicate that in many
brain regions, increasing task processing demands re-
sults in greater degrees of TID. Behaviorally, all three of
the factors thought to affect allocation of information
processing resources had the intended effect. Accuracy
decreased and time-on-task increased with increasing
task difficulty, indicating that more difficult levels of the
task required greater processing and attentional resour-
ces. The imaging results show that for most regions, the
magnitude of deactivation increased during the more
difficult conditions relative to the easiest condition,
although this pattern was observed primarily with the
short-tem memory load and target discriminability ma-
nipulations. We propose that as task demands increase,
processing resources are increasingly diverted from on-
going, internal processes occurring at ‘‘rest’’ to areas
that are involved in the task. If this is correct, then the
deactivation seen in these areas can be thought of as
indicating the extent to which ‘‘resting’’ state processing
was interrupted or suspended to accommodate task-
related processing.

The idea that the brain has a limited information
processing capacity is relatively axiomatic and has been
used to account for a range of task interference phe-
nomena (Posner, 1978). One example of task interfer-
ence that is particularly relevant to models of TID is the
everyday experience of interference with an internal
‘‘train of thought’’ when unexpected external events

require attention. Laboratory studies of subjects who
were asked to report thought content at random inter-
vals during controlled task conditions demonstrate that
there is a continuous and graded shifting of attention
between externally and internally generated sources of
information. The degree of interference with ongoing
thought processes depends on the perceptual and
short-term memory demands of the external task,
indicating a direct competition between exogenous
and endogenous signals for processing resources
(McGuire et al., 1996; Giambra, 1995; Teasdale et al.,
1993; Pope & Singer, 1976; Antrobus et al., 1966;
Antrobus, 1968). If this type of resource reallocation
underlies TID, it is necessarily the case that increasing
external task demands should produce greater interfer-
ence with ongoing internal processes, resulting in great-
er TID. Shulman et al. (1997) found no evidence for
such an effect of task difficulty, but noted that their
difficulty manipulation (novel versus practiced verb gen-
eration) may have been too weak to produce an effect.
In contrast, the present experiment, in which task
difficulty was parametrically manipulated within three
factors, provides clear confirmation of the predicted
effect for task difficulty for two of the independent
factor manipulations: stimulus discriminability and
short-term memory load.

Although the present results were generally positive,
our experimental design may also have suffered from
lack of sensitivity. Specifically, the easiest task conditions
may have been more difficult than we intended, leaving
relatively little capacity for further deactivation and thus
inducing a ‘‘ceiling effect’’ on TID magnitude. Note in
Figure 5, for example, that even the easiest task con-
ditions produced extensive deactivation, and further
deactivations were relatively small by comparison. Also
supporting the impression of a ceiling effect is the fact
that there were four instances in which the moderate
difficulty condition produced greater TID than the
easy condition but only one case in which the hardest
condition produced greater TID than the moderate
condition (Figure 5). Such a ceiling effect could also
be responsible for the relatively small effects of stimulus
rate on TID. It may be that maximal levels of TID (for the
nonmemory, easy discrimination version of the task)
were attained even at the slowest presentation rate
(0.5 Hz), and that larger rate effects would have been
detected had slower rate conditions been included.

A second reason why this study may lack sensitivity to
detect effects of task difficulty lies in the method of ROI
averaging. Even though the ROIs were defined by neg-
ative correlation with the reference vector (averaged
across task conditions and subjects), there still may be
some number of individual voxels or cortical subregions
within an ROI that are activated by the different task
levels. Depending on the degree and extent of this
activation, the average intensity value for a given ROI
may be affected (i.e., made less negative). This possibility
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could explain why a few of the ROIs did not show an
effect of task difficulty across any factor.

As discussed in the Introduction and illustrated in
Figure 1, several brain areas consistently show TID
across varying tasks, stimulus modalities, and imaging
modalities (Mazoyer et al., 2001; Binder et al., 1999;
Shulman et al., 1997). Regions showing TID in the
present study were strikingly similar to those observed
in previous studies, and, as in previous studies, showed
an overall left hemisphere preponderance (Figure 1,
Table 3). One notable exception was the finding of
TID in the lateral occipital lobe (middle occipital gyrus),
which was not observed in previous studies. Because
lateral occipital cortex is involved in visual functions, the
decrease in activity in this region may be an example of
modality-specific, task-dependent deactivation (i.e., this
area is activated in studies that use visual tasks, thus with
those tasks it will not show less activation relative to
rest) (Lewis, Beauchamp, & DeYoe, 2000). Similarly, the
left fusiform gyrus deactivation observed in this study
and in a previous study using auditory tasks (Binder
et al., 1999) may only occur when auditory tasks are
used because visual tasks partially activate this region.
Neither of these regions showed effects of task difficulty
on TID.

As noted by Gusnard and Raichle (2001) and Raichle
et al. (2001), the consistency in location of TID across a
wide variety of tasks supports the idea that these
decreases in brain activity are task-independent.
These authors propose that decreases in brain activity
[as measured by the oxygen extraction fraction (OEF)
during PET studies] occur relative to a ‘‘default’’ baseline
state of brain activity. They define baseline as a state of
metabolic equilibrium, as determined by maximal spatial
uniformity of OEF. Thus, the localized decreases in
activity during TID are viewed as changes from a ‘‘true’’
baseline rather than a return to baseline from some
state of absolute activation. The ideas proposed by
Raichle et al. are similar to our own theory that the
areas that deactivate are not necessarily more active than
other areas during rest. Rather, we propose that areas
deactivate because they require attentional input to stay
active; when those attentional resources are needed for
processing other information and are reallocated, these
brain regions become deactivated.

The variety of possible attention-dependent processes
ongoing during the conscious resting state has been
discussed at length by a number of authors (Gusnard &
Raichle, 2001; Mazoyer et al., 2001; Binder et al., 1999;
Shulman et al., 1997; Andreasen et al., 1995; Ingvar,
1985; Pope & Singer, 1976; James, 1890). These include
verbal and visual imagery, planning and problem-solving,
monitoring the external environment, monitoring the
internal sensory state and body image, monitoring emo-
tional state, episodic memory encoding and retrieval,
and working memory. These processes are in no way
mutually exclusive, and it seems quite likely that differ-

ent components of the TID ‘‘network’’ may be involved
to different degrees in these and other processes. There
is converging evidence, for example, for an emotion-
processing role of the ventromedial frontal structures
that show TID, suggesting that these areas may be
processing information regarding emotional state during
rest (Bechara, Damasio, & Damasio, 2000). Despite a
lack of obvious external stimulation, subjects experience
not only emotional states but also random thoughts and
bodily sensations during rest. These episodes reach
conscious awareness and can later be recalled, indicating
some degree of episodic memory encoding. Anatomic,
neuropsychologic, and neuroimaging data suggest a role
for the posterior cingulate cortex in episodic memory
encoding, suggesting that TID in this region may partly
reflect interruption of such processes (Cabeza & Nyberg,
2000; Maddock, 1999; Andreasen et al., 1995; Rudge &
Warrington, 1991; Valenstein et al., 1987). Maddock
(1999) additionally proposed that the posterior cingu-
late and retrosplenial cortices may be activated by emo-
tionally salient words and memories that are attended
to during rest.

Simpson, Drevets, Snyder, Gusnard, and Raichle
(2001) and Simpson, Snyder, Gusnard, and Raichle
(2001) investigated the effects of performance anxiety
on medial prefrontal cortical activity. Their results
(i.e., suspension of activity in the medial prefrontal
cortex during attention-demanding cognitive tasks) are
in agreement with other published imaging data. They
suggested that the increase in anxiety experienced by
subjects during novel or more demanding cognitive
tasks may also influence blood flow. Specifically, reduc-
tions in activity in this region represent the combined
effects of the attentional demands of the task and any
accompanying performance anxiety. They reported that
blood flow was maximally reduced when attentional
demands were high and anxiety was low, and the least
reduction occurred when attentional demands and
anxiety were both either high or low. This implies that
the emotional state of the subject may be a modulating
factor between the degree of observed TID and the
processing demands of the task. In order for this
hypothesis to explain the findings in the current study
[e.g., anterior cingulate gyrus ROIs (bilaterally) showed
an effect of task difficulty], we would have to assume
that our subjects experienced little performance anxiety.
It seems plausible, however, that the more difficult
conditions that have higher attentional requirements
would evoke a stronger degree of performance anxiety.
Based on Simpson et al., this combination of increased
attentional demand and stronger anxiety component
should effectively cancel each other out, resulting in a
minimal decrease in blood flow. As we did not collect
subjective mood ratings, this is an unanswered issue. It is
certainly a plausible idea that there are other factors
(most likely related to the processes ongoing during the
conscious resting state listed above) that contribute to
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the relationship between cognitive task performance
and TID. Given that the experimental manipulation in
this study was focused on task processing demands, the
impact of other variables is only speculative at this point.
The regions that did not show an effect of task difficulty
may be more sensitive to some of these other factors.

Binder et al. (1999) reported a striking similarity
between the network of regions showing TID and the
network of regions associated with semantic processing
in a study contrasting semantic and phonologic auditory
tasks. The ‘‘semantic network’’ observed in this study
included the left superior and middle frontal gyri, left
angular gyrus, left posterior cingulate gyrus, and left
fusiform gyrus—all regions that show TID. This same
group of regions has been observed repeatedly in other
studies that compared semantic with phonologic tasks
(Binder & Price, 2001; Roskies, Fiez, Balota, Raichle, &
Petersen, 2001; Poldrack et al., 1999; Mummery, Patter-
son, Hodges, & Price, 1998; Price, Moore, Humphreys, &
Wise, 1997; Démonet et al., 1992). Binder et al. found
these regions to be deactivated by a nonsemantic tone
discrimination task (similar to the memory tasks used in
the present study), but not by a semantic word catego-
rization task, suggesting that these regions are engaged
both by exogenously presented semantic tasks and
during rest. They suggested that during resting con-
sciousness, these regions participate in retrieval and
manipulation of conceptual knowledge for the purpose
of planning and problem-solving, activities that manifest
phenomenologically as verbal and visual images or
thoughts (Binder et al., 1999).

The present study, along with others just discussed,
provides evidence that there are specific brain regions
that are more active during ‘‘rest’’ than during an
exogenously generated cognitive task. The literature
and results reviewed here summarize what we know
about TID: It is not specific to any one sensory modality
(i.e., both visual and auditory tasks produce TID); it
occurs in response to a wide variety of cognitive tasks;
it occurs consistently in specific brain regions; and in
some regions, the magnitude of the deactivation is
sensitive to the difficulty level (i.e., processing demand)
of the task. These findings have significantly contrib-
uted to our understanding of this phenomenon, but
there are still many important unanswered questions.
Two of the most critical questions are: (1) What are the
specific cognitive (or other, noncognitive) processes
that occur during rest states and which are subject to
suspension in the presence of an external task? and (2)
What is/are the physiological mechanism(s) that medi-
ate this suspension of activity (or, from our perspective,
the reallocation of processing resources)? Without an
answer to the first question, the rest state remains
undefined from a cognitive processing perspective.
The use of an undefined state as a baseline or control
condition could be very problematic for cognitive neu-
roimaging studies. A major goal of such studies is to

identify the neural correlates of specific cognitive pro-
cesses. A critical prerequisite is that the cognitive
processes engaged during the various experimental
conditions under study be defined with some reason-
able level of confidence. A more complete understand-
ing of both the similarities and the differences between
the processes that are engaged during rest and those
engaged by tasks of interest would therefore allow for
stronger experimental designs (e.g., better matching of
control and task states) in future neuroimaging studies.
Perhaps a reasonable compromise at this time would be
the inclusion of both a simple baseline such as rest or
fixation and a more complex control state specific to
the experiment.

In this study, we parametrically manipulated the
difficulty of an auditory target detection task to inves-
tigate how altering processing demands impacts the
allocation of available processing resources within the
brain. We propose that there is ongoing, internal infor-
mation processing during the conscious resting state,
and that the task-induced decreases in BOLD signal
represent suspension of this ongoing processing. This
study supports the theory that the TIDs frequently
found in brain imaging studies are produced by a
reallocation of processing resources.

METHODS

Subjects

Participants were 30 neurologically normal subjects
(19 women and 11 men), ranging in age from 18 to 48
years. All subjects were right-handed as measured by a
laterality quotient >50 on the Edinburgh Handedness
Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). Subjects performed an audi-
tory target detection task, identifying targets by pressing
a button with the index finger of their right hand.
Subjects received an hourly stipend for participating.
This study was approved by the Medical College of
Wisconsin Human Research Review Committee.

Stimulus Construction and Study Design

An auditory stimulus was constructed by phase-scram-
bling the spectral components of a sample of 50 spoken
words. This produced a tone with an average spectrum
that matched that of speech, but with no temporal
coherence, thus rendering it unrecognizable as speech.
A randomly selected 200-msec segment from this sound
served as the standard (nontarget) stimulus. The target
stimulus was constructed by modulating, over time, all
frequencies in the standard stimulus using a linear ramp
function with an excursion equal to 40% of an octave
(2 octaves/sec). We constructed the target stimulus in
this fashion to minimize the requirement for comparison
to the nontarget stimulus (e.g., higher or lower in pitch
or loudness), thus minimizing the demand on short-term
memory. For the experimental conditions in which target
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discriminability was manipulated (moderate discrimina-
bility and difficult discriminability), two alternative target
stimuli were constructed. These stimuli were created as
described above, but with frequency excursions equal to
28% (1.4 octaves/sec) and 16% (0.8 octaves/sec) of an
octave, respectively.

There were three factors and seven conditions in the
parametric design: one condition that served as a com-
mon level across all factors (the easy level in target
discriminability and short-term memory load and the
moderate level in stimulus presentation rate), a moder-
ate and difficult level of both target discriminability and
short-term memory load factors, and a slower and faster
level of the stimulus presentation rate. Due to the
requirement for different instructions in the memory
load conditions, a block design was employed. Each
subject completed two imaging runs for each of the
seven conditions. The order of the condition runs was
completely randomized across subjects. Within a con-
dition, the two runs differed only in the location of the
targets. Within each condition, there were 12 task/rest
cycles (48 sec per cycle). The stimuli (target and stand-
ard sounds) were semi-randomly ordered within each
presentation; the first two stimuli were always standard
sounds, and there were never more than two targets in a
row. Table 1 provides a summary of the defining task
parameters for each condition. In the short-term mem-
ory load conditions, the stimuli were presented in trains
of three to five sounds. In all other conditions, the
stimuli were presented one at a time.

Except for the memory load conditions, subjects were
instructed to ‘‘press the button whenever you hear a
target sound.’’ In the memory load conditions, the
instructions were as follows: (moderate memory load)
‘‘press the button after any train that contained exactly
two target sounds,’’ and (difficult memory load) ‘‘press
the button after any train that contained exactly two
target sounds and two standard sounds.’’ Before each
run, the subjects were told which condition they were
about to hear. All stimuli were presented and responses
were recorded using E-PRIME software (Beta 5.2, Psy-
chology Software Tools).

Image Acquisition

Scanning was conducted at 1.5 Tesla on a General Electric
(GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) Signa scanner
equipped with a three-axis local gradient coil. Functional
data were collected via a multislice, gradient-echo, echo-
planar sequence with repetition time of 3 sec and an echo
time of 40 msec. Other imaging parameters included a
field-of-view of 24 cm, a matrix size of 64 by 64 pixels, and
a voxel size of 3.75 £ 3.75 £ 6 mm. Twenty-one or 23
contiguous sagittal slices covering the whole brain were
acquired every 3 sec. A total of 106 sequential images were
acquired at each slice location in each acquisition run.
Each 106-image EPI series began with four baseline

images to allow equilibrium of the magnetic resonance
signal to be reached, followed by 100 images during six
task/rest cycles, and finally ending with two images with
variable echo time (used in reconstruction of the data).
When the two runs for each condition were concatenated,
a total of 96 images were available for each task condition
as well as for the related rest periods. An additional 12-sec
rest period was included at the end of the run; the four
images acquired during this time were not included in the
analysis. High-resolution, T1-weighted anatomic images
were collected as a set of 124 contiguous sagittal slices
(1.2 mm thick) using a 3-D spoiled gradient-echo
sequence (SPGR, GE Medical Systems).

Image Analyses

All image analysis was completed using the AFNI soft-
ware package (Cox, 1996a). Subject data were volumetri-
cally registered using an iterative procedure that
minimizes variance in voxel intensity differences
between images (Cox, 1996b). Both time series for each
condition were concatenated into a single dataset after
removal of linear trends and means. The time series of
3-D images for each of the seven conditions was sub-
jected to an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with
variability due to movement (as measured by six move-
ment parameters) factored out. The predicted response
vector was created by convolving a ‘‘boxcar’’ function of
unit height and period = 48 sec with a gamma function
representing an average hemodynamic response. Ten
such response vectors were created, varying in phase
from ¡2.5 to 2.5 sec, in 0.5-sec increments, about the
actual onset time of the block cycles to compensate for
spatial variation in the hemodynamic response delay.
During the ANCOVA, the program determined which of
the 10 response vectors best represented the data in
each voxel. Areas that were negatively correlated with
the response vector were defined as areas that deacti-
vated during the task (Figures 1 and 3). In preparation
for the group analysis, correlation values were converted
to z-scores. The correlation analysis also provided fit
coefficients at each voxel for each condition. These
coefficients represent the scaling value required to best
fit the reference vector to the observed BOLD response.
They represent a measure of the magnitude of the
deactivation. Very large fit coefficients (absolute value
¶15) were assumed to correspond to large draining
veins and were ignored in the analyses.

Data for group analyses were projected into standard
stereotaxic space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) and
smoothed slightly with a 4-mm root-mean-square Gaus-
sian kernel. To identify ROIs, z-scores for all seven
conditions across all subjects were averaged into a single
map and thresholded to retain values less than z = ¡1.
Eleven ROIs were identified. Average fit coefficients
within each ROI for each condition were subjected to
a repeated-measures ANOVA to identify differences in
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the magnitude of deactivation across the seven condi-
tions. Within each of the three factors, follow-up tests
identified which levels of task difficulty produced sig-
nificantly different degrees of deactivation.
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